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Abstract
Hantaviruses are carried by rodents, insectivores and bats. Some serotypes are able to cause
disease in humans, i.e. hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome (HFRS) in Europe and Asia, and
hantavirus cardio-pulmonary syndrome (HCPS) on the American continent. We examine the
multiple factors that drive hantavirus outbreak occurrence in Europe like rodent population
structure, habitat suitability and its changes, general climatic and local/temporal meteorological
conditions, food availability in its various facets (hard, soft mast), predators, biodiversity and
anthropogenic factors.
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Introduction
have already been made to investigate the
In early attempts to understand

nature of the virus reservoir, its temporal and

pathogen-host relations, stable interaction

spatial dynamics, and its relation to the

patterns were suggested, and agreement

human population.

existed that pathogens and their hosts evolve

In the Four Corners regions in the

in such a way that would make the

United States, the overall risk for Sin Nombre

consequences of infection more benign [1],

virus

this concept has undergone major changes

maniculatus, (Wagner 1845) infection seems

over the past decades. The idea that evolution

to

aims to benefit the species, is indeed

environmental changes of limited duration

contradicted by the ever present or newly

and certainly –as demonstrated by the 1992

emerging highly virulent and apparently

to 1993 El Niño event, the precipitation

stable human and animal diseases. It was

pattern was associated with increased rodent

however also hypothesized that emerging

populations in the Southwest of the USA. This

pathogens made the species-jump sufficiently

led to the 1993 HCPS outbreak in the Four

recent so that the expected evolutionary loss

Corners region [4]. In South America, so-

of

called “ratadas” (rodent population peaks)

virulence

has

not

yet

sufficiently

progressed to be measurable [2].

carried

related

to

by
habitat

Peromyscus
structure,

have been recorded since the Spanish

Hantaviruses are a prime example of
infectious agents that heavily

be

(SNV,

rely

on

conquest in the 16th century. Two types of
ratadas were identified, namely the bamboo

favorable environmental conditions for their

bloom-associated

distribution. They are carried by rodents,

events. Bamboo blooms depend on the

insectivores and bats, but so far only those

species and occur with 10- to 30 year

carried by rodents cause disease in humans.

intervals, while El Niño years were also found

There exist two dominant syndromes, i.e.

to be responsible for subsequent ratadas and

Hemorrhagic Fever with Renal Syndrome

higher risk for infection [5]. The transmission

(HFRS) in Europe and Asia, and Hantavirus

of HFRS in North-eastern China, the region

Cardio-Pulmonary Syndrome (HCPS) on the

with the highest HFRS incidence in the

American continent. Hantaviruses are usually

country, seems influenced by rainfall, land

associated with a single primary rodent host

surface temperature, relative humidity and

species, chronically infected, that is capable to

the El Niño Southern Oscillation index [6].

infect humans that come into contact with the

While HFRS cases in China occur throughout

and

rainfall-associated

rodent or its infected excreta [3]. Great efforts
2
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the year, an increase in both winter and

1780) is the prevailing serotype. The virus is

spring was noted. The winter peaks result

present in most of Europe and also Turkey

from Hantaan virus (HTNV) infections and

[12], and is known to cause clinical infection

the smaller spring epidemics are caused by

in thousands of individuals each year with a

Seoul virus (SEOV) infections. The three

mortality less than 1% [12]. Dobrava virus

responsible rodent hosts, i.e., Apodemus

(DOBV, carried by Apodemus agrarius, Pallas,

agrarius coreae (Thomas, 1908) or Apodemus

1771) is present in Middle and Eastern

agrarius (Pallas, 1771), and Rattus norvegicus

Europe and the Balkans region [13], up to

(Berkenhout, 1769), and their respective

Turkey [12]. The virus is responsible for

biological characteristics cause this seasonal

several hundreds of infections per year with a

effect [7]. In Fennoscandia the multiannual

mortality of around 10% [14].

population oscillations of boreal and arctic

Rodent population dynamics and

small rodents (voles and lemmings) are

their impact on public health depend -in

driven by predation. Although sometimes

various biomes and on different latitudes and

criticized because the earliest views about

climate zones- however not on one, but

predation and rodent dynamics were judged

several parameters; population structure,

to be too simplistic, the predation hypothesis

habitat suitability and its changes, general

seems to apply throughout the boreal region,

climate and local/temporal meteorological

i.e. Fennoscandia, northern Japan and North

conditions, food availability in its various

America [8]. The similarity between common

facets (hard, soft mast, herbs, seeds, tree

vole populations patterns in South-West

bark, insects), predators, biodiversity and

France

however

last, but not least, anthropogenic factors. Here

perhaps the geographical exception that

we aim to review a number of interacting

confirms the rule [9]. It suggests that

parameters that can lead to the occurrence of

predation could also affect rodent population

Hantavirus outbreaks in Western Europe.

and

Fennoscandian is

dynamics in temperate Europe. In Western
and Central Europe a multi-factorial system

Food

involving

food

Food preference

conditions,

habitat

availability,
and

climatic

anthropogenic

The availability or absence of food is

features drive rodent population dynamics

probably the most important feature that

and hantavirus epidemics [10] (Linard et al.

drives hantavirus infections worldwide. This

2007)[11]. Puumala virus (PUUV, carried by

is however is in turn dependent on besides

the bank vole Myodes glareolus, Schreber,

food, a pleiade of other parameters influence

3
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Hantavirus

outbreaks.

granivorous/folivorous

Bank

voles

with

a

are

regeneration

and

forest

health

and

strong

composition therefore regulate to a certain

preference for forest habitats with heavy

extent their very population dynamics. A

understory [15]. This allows defining them as

considerable amount of bark damage can be

a food generalist but habitat specialist

found on young trees (20%) in spring after

species. They eat a vast variety of nutrients, in

the peak abundance of field voles (Microtus

sub-optimal habitats they are also able to

agrestis, Linnaeus, 1761) in combination with

adapt to almost every available food source.

a long winter with heavy snowfall. In

Voles in an oak-hornbeam forest eat evidently

contrast, little damage to young trees was

what the season provides, but mainly green

noted under high densities of bank voles with

vegetative parts of plants and a rather

a lower snow cover the following winter. The

significant percentage of insects [16]. Voles in

bark of deciduous trees was shown to be

a Northern Finnish spruce forest on the other

more attractive to voles (22% damaged) than

hand feed for up to 50% of their diet on

conifers (8%). Young trees originating from

lichen [17]. Although bank voles share their

natural regeneration were apparently less

habitat with the wood mouse (Apodemus

damaged compared to planted trees. The

sylvaticus, Linnaeus, 1758), the wood mouse

main factors influencing the impact of rodent

is to a great extent more specialized on seeds

species on tree regeneration comprise open,

[18].

grassy habitat conditions, a higher variety
Rodents

cause

and abundance of vole species, tree species

significant damage to forests, according to

preferences- and snow-cover conditions.

Borowski and colleagues, European larch

Natural regeneration is preferable over

(Larix

artificial

decidua,

also

frequently

Miller),

European

ash

plantings

which

suffer

more,

(Fraxinus excelsior. Linnaeus, 1758), beech

probably due to the abundance of young trees

(Fagus sylvatica, Linnaeus, 1758) and maple

in the latter case [20].

(Acer sp., Linnaeus, 1758) are the tree species
that from which small rodents preferred the
fruits the most. Birch (Betula sp., Linnaeus,
1758), Norway spruce (Picea abies, Linnaeus,
1758), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris, Linnaeus,
1758) and black alder (Alnus glutinosa,
Linnaeus, 1758) were the least preferred
[19]. Small rodents also influence forest

Mast hypothesis
Attempts to explain rodent population
dynamics are plentiful throughout the past 80
years and recently a renewed focus on mast
events as driving phenomenon is emerging
[21-24]. The debate regarding the mast
hypothesis is however not new [25]. In 1997,
Selás linked population cycles to cyclic seed
4
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cropping, i.e. mast events and he introduced

any of the three acorns types was not

the so-called “mast hypothesis” [26]. In 1998,

reported.

Hansson criticized the conclusions and

These findings emphasize that a

already concluded “one factor is not enough”

rodent-acorn mast relationship should not be

to explain rodent population fluctuations

generalized [29]. Quercus robur (pedunculate

[27].

decade

oak) acorns, native to Western Europe,

increasingly clear that in-depth examination

belong to the type 1 category, whereas

of this one parameter -however interesting -

rodents generally prefer type 3 in their staple

does not sufficiently explain epizoonotic

food [30]. It should however be noted that - in

events and we should think further. Beech

view of efforts made in the past three decades

mast records for Germany, Denmark, The

to convert oak forest to beech standings -

Netherlands, England and Sweden from 1800

acorns have been for centuries an essential

until 2001 suggested not only variable mast

part of the human diet in Europe and oak

production on a multi-annual base, but also a

trees were thus carefully cultivated [31].

geographical and even a tree-to-tree variation

From the rodent point of view the human

[28].

usage of acorns came in handy. The use of

It

became

in

the

past

The responses of rodent populations

acorns dates back to prehistoric times and

to acorn mast were found different depending

are still a food source for pigs in rural Spain.

on the acorn type (related to the oak species,

They are also used in the preparation of

Quercus sp., Linnaeus, 1758), e.g. high

human food and as a coffee substitute and a

tannins,

number of beneficiary effects on human

fat

and

protein

content

and

consequently energy rich (sometimes coined

health are attributed to them [32].

as type 1 acorns), or high tannins but low fat

Intriguing and so far unexplained is

and protein content (type 2 acorns), or low

the fact that although bank voles and PUUV

tannins and intermediate fat and protein

are supposed to have co-evolved for millions

levels (type 3 acorns). Rodents also respond

of years, are described in W-Europe since the

differently to acorn mast depending on their

Middle Ages and –logically- also mast years

feeding

took

habits

and

the

nutritional

place

for

millennia.

Hantavirus

characteristics of acorns. Granivorous rodent

outbreaks on the other hand, causing

species show different responses to acorn

Nephropathia epidemica (NE) and Acute

mast while granivory/herbivory showed

Renal Failure (ARF), were not reported

positive responses to mast of type 3 acorns.

before the twentieth century. Even in the

An herbivorous rodent response to mast of

absence of diagnostic tools the syndrome

5
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caused by Hantavirus infection should have

Wallonia region. In Belgium, we followed the

been noticed and reported by clinicians.

mast production for a limited number of oak

As far as beech mast is concerned,

and beech trees of approximately the same

Belgian data show that Hantavirus epidemics

age since 2001 up to present and noted

only relate to mast years in the period

similar tree-to-tree differences. It should

between 1995 and 2007. After 2007 i.e. 2008,

however be noted that, to our knowledge, no

2009, 2010 were no mast years but

statistically

hantavirus activity was nevertheless high.

Venv(i) + V mast - Vconst) is available in

Only the 1993, 1996 and 2005 epidemics

Belgium [25]. We also already stressed that

correlate with a previous oak and/or beech

oak/beech

mast event, 2001 should have been an

hantavirus outbreaks for a rather short

epidemic year but was not, after the oak-

period, i.e. 1995-2005, and that mast events

beech mast event of the year 2000. All years

of other tree species also had its influence

after 2005 -six in total- were epidemic years

[10].

confirmed model

mast

only

(Vseed

correlated

=

with

in the absence of oak and/or beech mast
years [10]. Not only beech or oak mast
triggers outbreaks, masting of various other
tree species can have the same effect and
virtually any mast event could provide
sufficient food for rodent populations to peak
and induce a Hantavirus epidemic in the next
year.
This is supported by the bank voles
dietary variations as described earlier in this
paragraph. The variation of epidemic years in
neighboring countries also does not support
the mast theory. Tree mast is considered to
take place on a large scale, even on subcontinental level [23]. In Belgium tree mast
does not seem present at the same time in all
regions; the 2011 mast of oak-beech was
present in the Flanders region, the North and
South -but not in the middle part- of the

Competitors
Inherent

to

hard

mast

is

the

competition for this type of food between
rodents, birds and large grazers. In Western
Europe, roe deer (Capreolus capreolus,
Linnaeus, 1758) and fallow deer (Dama dama,
Linnaeus, 1758) are the main wild large
grazers.

Increases

of

their

populations

influence rodent populations in two main
ways; a/ the increased competition for food
they impose, and b/ the habitat changes they
produce by removal through grazing and
foraging on understory species and removal
of groundcover and scrub. Removal of high
quantities of staple food is reported to reduce
the population peaks in rodent populations
and the lack of groundcover provoked
reduction of the bank vole population
because it enhances the hunting success of
6
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birds of prey (e.g. owls [33] and specialist

scary, a definition that is in most cases totally

predators (e.g. Mustelidae) [34]. Sheep

undeserved). Corrective hunting disguised as

grazing activity, for instance, negatively

“nature management” is the prime example…

impacts field vole populations but not bank
voles [35].

Although in the EU species extinction
is not occurring as rapidly as on other

Wild boar (sus scrofa, Linnaeus,

continents, the percentage of species under

1758) consume a variety of vegetable food

pressure or threatened with extinction is still

categories like mast (acorns, beechnuts,

high. According to the EU 2010 biodiversity

chestnuts, pine seeds, but also olives and

baseline 25 % of marine mammals and 15 %

grapes), roots, green plant matter and

of terrestrial mammals, 22 % of amphibians,

agricultural crops [36], but also animal foods

21 % of reptiles, 16 % dragonflies, 12 % of

like insects, earthworms, birds and mammals

birds and 7 % of butterflies are threatened

- more particularly rodents - discovered

with extinction at EU level. Only 17 % of the

during grubbing (rooting pastures), and also

habitats and species were evaluated as

even amphibians and reptiles [37]. They may

'favorable', 65 % and 52 % of habitats and of

impact revival and population growth of

species

rodent species considerably as wild boar may

respectively, while the percentage of habitats

actively look for hoards of hard mast

and species whose status is “unknown' is

collected by small mammals [38].

relatively high, i.e. 18 % and 31 %

assessments

were

'unfavorable'

respectively [39,40]. Generalist species like

Biodiversity

bank voles adapt –as said earlier- easily to a

When a predator, prey or plant

wide range of food sources, especially when

species is eradicated from an environment

anthropogenic

that system can fail to function optimally, this

deterioration of the environment. A short-

in

resource

term effect is the extinction of specialist

availability and habitat quality. In the long

species, while the population density of

term this results in lesser species richness

opportunistic species increases due to the

and

Human

decrease of competitive pressure. Decreased

interference then typically tries to mediate by

rodent species richness subsequently means

protecting their “favored” mammals and non-

lesser interspecies encounters and more

vertebrates (the cuddly and esthetical ones)

efficient

at the expense of the “less” favorite and

conspecifics.

turn

reduces

reduced

productivity,

biodiversity.

interferences

spread

of

result

the virus

Hantaviruses

in

amongst

are

thus

annoying ones (those considered harmful or

7
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transmitted and spread most efficiently

because they meant competition for -often

within low diversity environments.

hard to obtain- food resources. In more

The

biodiversity

thus

recent times apex predator eradication was a

facilitates transmission events because of an

technique applied to maintain and increase

increase in encounters between infected and

the availability of game species for hunters

susceptible hosts [41] (Matt and Gebser

and to reduce losses in livestock [43]. In

2011).

[42]

general, a (terrestrial) trophic cascade event

suggested in certain cases the introduction of

occurs when a change in the food availability

a predator or competitor species in order to

in an ecosystem has an impact farther down

control

the chain, or as George Orwell (pen name for

Keesing

the

and

pathogen

decrease

co-workers

carrying

species.

Whether or not this is - in view of experiences

Eric

Arthur

Blair,

British

writer

and

in the past (see the paragraph Invasive

journalist, 1903-1950) wrote ‘‘All animals are

species further) - a good idea, should

equal, but some animals are more equal than

probably be evaluated case by case.

others.’’. Food-web ecology mainly focuses on
interactions between three main trophic

Population Dynamics

levels, i.e. predators (the top of the natural

Trophic cascades

food chain), eat prey animals situated one

Since man –the very top of the food

trophic level lower. These prey animals

chain- appeared on earth, he has tried to

consume plants, the lowest level of the

eradicate apex predators, like the big canidae

ecosystem [44] (Figure 1).

and felidae but also hominidae, simply
(Figure 1): Simplified version of a trophic cascade in which only 3 levels are affected

8
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Left, when the carnivore is present,

mesopredators than to apex predators [46].

there is an overall positive effect on the

Important to note is that mesopredators

growth of plants. This is because the

nevertheless have restrictions as they cannot

carnivore has a negative effect on the

replace and take over the role of the apex

herbivore, which normally has a negative

predator. Elk for instance modify their

effect on the vegetation.

foraging

behaviour

presence

or

Right, where the top predator has

depending

absence

of

on

wolves

the
[47],

been eliminated and mesopredators occur,

mesopredators are often however not able to

there is an overall negative effect, also on

impose this behavioural change [48]. Trophic

vegetation.

cascades can also have important indirect or

This pattern is however nearly always

side effects. The alteration of the system’s

more complicated due to direct and indirect

intermediary activity (herbivory) and the

secondary

inter-species

relative abundance of plants in a system also

(mesopredators) or intra-species hierarchy in

increases the fuel mass (dry grasses, leafs,

a trophic level, and by omnivorous species

etc) available for wildfires. In unprepared

that

levels

regions this can have disastrous long-term

simultaneously. The mesopredator release

effects [49]. The general effect of climate

hypothesis (MRH), coined by Soulé and

change on forest environments is an earlier

colleagues in 1988 [45], suggests that by

onset of spring and increased summer

removal of the top predators, a surge in

temperatures are now evident [50].

interactions,

affect

mesopredator

multiple

numbers

trophic

(cats,

raccoons,

badgers, snakes, etc.) occurs which leads to
increased predation on prey species. Apex
predators can thus be indirectly beneficial to
prey

populations

mesopredators.

by

suppressing

Mesopredators

the
have

important advantages over apex predators as
they require smaller habitats and are
therefore less affected by habitat loss Habitat
fragmentation and urbanization increase also
increases

the

resources

available

to

mesopredators (garbage, pet food, etc.)
qualify much more as food resources to

The island syndrome, habitat fragmentation
Mainland

populations

are

geographically defined as “populations living
on continents” and as “populations living on
connected habitats without firm boundaries”.
Island populations can be defined as strictly
“populations living on an island surrounded
by water” or as “populations living in a
habitat with firm boundaries”. These latter
populations often display differences in
morphology, reproduction, demography and
behavior what is called the Island syndrome.
The observed differences include changes in
9
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dispersal,
increased

often

decreased

body

aggressiveness,

stable

reproduction,

the island rule was coined an artefact of

mass,

reduced

comparing distantly related groups with

and

increased

clade-specific responses to isolation [52].

population densities in time and increased
survival [51]. More recently arguments
against a generalized island syndrome were
brought forward. In certain cases larger and
more elaborate datasets show that there is no
evidence for the existence of the island rule
when phylogenetic comparative methods are
applied and the specific species biology and
the biotic and abiotic characteristics of the
different islands are taken into account. More
specifically it was shown that heteromyid
rodents (kangaroo rats, kangaroo mice,
pocket mice) and artiodactyls (even-toed
ungulates) and carnivores typically display

Senescence and Disease
Ogden Nash (American poet, 1902 –
1971) coined senescence as “the day your
descendants outnumber your friends”, and
this is not different for rodents. Senescence is
probably also often overseen as a factor of
influence to multi-annual rodent population
fluctuations (cycles). The age structure shifts
that inevitably occur in a rodent (but not only
rodent) population, i.e. a fluctuating breeding
volume, shifting age structure contributes to
the temporal population fluctuation(s). [53].
(Figure 2).

smaller size on islands while murid rodents
(mice and rats) are usually larger. As such,
(Figure 2):
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Attempts have also been made to

particular example was the introduction in

quantify the impact of infectious diseases on

Australia in 1935 of the cane toad (Rhinella

population dynamics, more particularly on

marinus, Linnaeus, 1758)) as a biological

the population decline. Although rather

control

scarce, the available information points out

(Dermolepida

that intestinal parasite infestation contribute

1875), a pest of sugar cane (Saccharum

to the autumn population crashes in white

officinarum Linnaeus, 1758). The amphibian

footed

leucopus,

has

mice

(P.

northern Australia and it has been since

maniculatus, Wagner 1845) [54]. Smith and

implicated -due to its poisonous skin- in the

colleagues produced a model for the impact

widespread decline of many native frog-

of infectious diseases in European microtine

eating predators and can even be a treat for

populations and found that disease-induced

humans that manipulate it [59]. An additional

population

mechanism that can occur is that -if the native

mice

Rafinesque

(Peromyscus

1818)

and

crashes

deer

lead

to

multi-year

population cycles [55].

agent

been

against

the cane

albohirtum,

migrating

beetle

Waterhouse,

westward

across

predators successfully predate on invasive
species- the predator population increases

Invasive species
Invasive species are able to radical

and inflicts a negative impact on the its
original native prey species [58].

changes in habitat and biodiversity. In case
their

“candidate”

predators

were

on

Climate change

beforehand eliminated from a system by

As Hantavirus disease outbreaks have

biodiversity loss, the system is vulnerable for

been associated with changes in rodent

invasion by the non-native species. Invasive

population densitie and rodent population

species can either reduce native species

dynamics are often weather and/or climate

populations through predation, competition,

related. In the case of hantaviruses, there

parasitism or disease [56,57] or native

seems to be a rather important influence of

predators

populations

climatological changes (short- or long term).

their

own

In more arid conditions (e.g. the Four corners

in

region in the USA in 1993), periods with

predator population may in turn result in a

increased rainfall positively influence rodent

decrease in native prey biomass.

populations

resulting

reduce
in

an

biomass/number

invader
increase
[58].

An

increase

In some cases the invasive species can

epidemics.

and
In

more

trigger

hantavirus

moderate

climatic

become a (meso) predator or possess

conditions (e.g. most of Europe and Asia),

efficient defenses against native predators. A

rainfall is probably less important, but mild
11
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winters favor winter survival and an early

remediate ecosystems and it will certainly

start of the breeding season, resulting in

take generations to stop the downward

higher rodent densities in autumn. This, in

environmental spiral [68].

turn, results in more human infections in that
season [60, 10]. Dervović and coworkers

Public Health Implications

suggested that -in Bosnia and Herzegovina-

All above discussed parameters have,

changing climatic conditions and flooding

in varying degree, an indirect impact on

contribute to triggering hantavirus epidemics

public health because of their direct influence

[61]

on the risk for infection for humans [69].
With the increasing importance of zoonotic

Human impact
The

diseases worldwide, elaborate systems have

anthropogenic

impact

on

been put in place by CDC, ECDC, WHO and

terrestrial [62], but also to an even greater

other organizations to control this kind of

extend on marine, ecosystems is increasingly

events. There is however still little doubt that

important [63,64]. Although this review

zoonotic diseases have -and will continue to

focuses on rodents, is good to remember that

have- an important impact on human health

about 99% of all animals are invertebrates

worldwide.

that are probably even more vulnerable to
human interference as demonstrated by coral

Conclusion

reef destruction [65], species shift and

Rodent-borne diseases are prime

overfishing in Northern oceans and seas and

examples regarding cyclic occurrences and

the subsequent detrimental effect on the food

the

supply of marine birds and mammals [66],

particularly

together with a multitude of other negative

outbreaks. Hantavirus infections are still

effects recognized in the past few decades.

considered emerging, despite the discovery

Human activities have altered both form and

already 50 years ago of the first serotype

function

by

(Tottapalayam virus (TMPV) in India in the

urbanization of natural landscapes [67] and

1960ties (Carey et al. 1971)). It is foreseeable

introducing floral and faunal species far

that the number of hantavirus species, the

beyond their natural boundaries and by

variety of their reservoir species and their

altering carbon and nitrogen cycles which

geographical distribution will increase in the

most probably led to global warming. Despite

future and complicate the overall picture

(hesitating…) attempts to initiate corrective

[70]. The described parameters influence

of

terrestrial

ecosystems

above

discussed
to

parameters

hantavirus

apply

infection

measures, it will most probably be difficult to
12
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Hantaviruses through impacts on the ecology
of their reservoir and host populations. In
Western and Central Europe as well as in
Scandinavia, the Americas and Asia climatic,
while anthropogenic factors have been
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implicated in hantavirus outbreaks, although
with different outcomes [71]. In an attempt to
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